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But this talk is not about any of these.
Will discuss strategic reasoning in multi-player concurrent games.
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Agents and multi-agent concurrent games intuitively
Agents/players: autonomous, can perform actions, have goals,
can plan and execute strategies, can communicate and cooperate.
Multi-agent concurrent games:
B At any moment the game is in a current state.
B At the current state all players take simultaneous actions, each
choosing from a set of available actions.
B The collective action effects a transition to a successor state,
at which the same happens, etc.
B Thus, players play a succession of (possibly different) one shot
games, one at each state.
Play: any resulting (possibly infinite) sequence of successor states.
Question: what objectives can players and coalitions guarantee to
achieve in such plays?
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An example: two-player concurrent game
Two robots pushing a carriage. Robot 1 can only push clockwise
and Robot 2 can only push anticlockwise, with the same force.
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Concurrent game structure: a set of states S, where every state is
associated with a strategic game form with outcome states in S.
To enable qualitative reasoning we add properties of states:
Concurrent game model (CGM) is a CGS plus labeling of all states
with sets of primitive propositions (true at the respective states).
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hA, S, Π, π, Act, d, ρi
where:
• A is a finite set of agents (players);
• S is a set of system states;
• Π is the set of atomic propositions;
• π : S → P(Π) is the state description (labeling) function;
• Act is a set of possible actions;
• d : A × S → P(Act) – mapping assigning to every state q

and agent i a set d(q, i) of actions available at q to i.
• ρ is the outcome function which for every state and action

profile determines the successor state.
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A = {Robot1 , Robot2 };

S = {q0 , q1 , q2 };

Π = {pos0 , pos1 , pos2 }.

π : S → P(Π) defined by π(qi ) = {posi }, for i = 0, 1, 2.
Act = {push, wait}.
action function: both actions available to each agent at every state.
outcome function: as on the figure.
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Alternating-time Temporal Logic ATL(*): introduced by Alur,
Henzinger, and Kupferman during (1997-2002)
Extends classical propositional logic with:
• Coalitional strategic path operators: hhAii for any coalition of

agents A. We will write hhiii instead of hh{i}ii.
• Temporal operators: X (next time), G (forever), U (until)

Syntax of the full version ATL∗ :
ϕ := p | ¬ϕ | ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 | hhAiiϕ | X ϕ | Gϕ | ϕ1 U ϕ2
Syntax of the restricted version ATL:
ϕ := p | ¬ϕ | ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 | hhAiiX ϕ | hhAiiGϕ | hhAiiϕ1 U ϕ2
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hhAiiϕ: “The coalition A has a collective strategy to guarantee the
satisfaction of the goal ϕ” on every play enabled by that strategy.
In particular:
• hhAiiX ϕ: ‘The coalition A has a collective action that ensures
an outcome (state) satisfying ϕ’,
• hhAiiGϕ: ‘The coalition A has a collective strategy to ensure

outcomes plays forever satisfying ϕ’,
• hhAiiψUϕ: ‘The coalition A has a collective strategy to

eventually reach an outcome satisfying ϕ, while meanwhile
maintaining the truth of ψ’.
Definable operators:
• hhAiiFϕ := hhAii> U ϕ: ‘The coalition A has a collective

strategy to eventually reach an outcome satisfying ϕ’.
• [[A]] ϕ := ¬hhAii¬ϕ: ‘The coalition A cannot prevent an

outcome (state/play) satisfying ϕ’.
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hhAgentiiF Safe → [[Environment]] F Safe
If the agent has a strategy to eventually get the system into a safe
state, then the environment cannot prevent the system from
reaching a safe state.
¬hhAgent1iiX Goal ∧¬hhAgent2iiX Goal ∧hh{Agent1, Agent2}iiX Goal
None of the agents 1 and 2 has an action ensuring an outcome
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Expressing properties in ATL: some examples
hhAgentiiF Safe → [[Environment]] F Safe
If the agent has a strategy to eventually get the system into a safe
state, then the environment cannot prevent the system from
reaching a safe state.
¬hhAgent1iiX Goal ∧¬hhAgent2iiX Goal ∧hh{Agent1, Agent2}iiX Goal
None of the agents 1 and 2 has an action ensuring an outcome
satisfying Goal, but they both have a collective action ensuring an
outcome satisfying Goal.
(hhIiiG Honest ∧ hhIiiF Rich) → hhIii(Honest U Rich)
If I have a strategy to remain honest forever
and I have a strategy to eventually become rich,
then I have a strategy to remain honest until I become rich.
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Pauly (2000) introduced the Coalition Logic CL, which is
essentially the hhiiX -fragment of ATL.
Pauly’s complete axiomatization of CL extends the classical
propositional logic with the following axioms and rule:
• A-Maximality: ¬hh∅iiX ¬ϕ → hhAiiX ϕ
• Safety: ¬hhC iiX ⊥
• Liveness: hhC iiX >
• Superadditivity: for any C1 , C2 ⊆ A such that C1 ∩ C2 = ∅:

(hhC1 iiX ϕ1 ∧ hhC2 iiX ϕ2 ) → hhC1 ∪ C2 iiX (ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 )
• hhC iiX -Monotonicity Rule:

ϕ1 → ϕ2
hhC iiX ϕ1 → hhC iiX ϕ2
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Axiomatization of ATL: fixpoint axioms
VG (TARK’2001) extended the axiomatization for CL to one for
ATL with the following fixed point axioms and rules for G and U :
(FPG ) hhC iiGϕ ↔ ϕ ∧ hhC iiX hhC iiGϕ.
(GFPG ) hh∅iiG(θ → (ϕ ∧ hhC iiX θ)) → hh∅iiG(θ → hhC iiGϕ),
(FPU ) hhC iiψ U ϕ ↔ ϕ ∨ (ψ ∧ hhC iiX hhC iiψ U ϕ),
(LFPU ) hh∅iiG((ϕ ∨ (ψ ∧ hhC iiX θ)) → θ) → hh∅iiG(hhC iiψ U ϕ → θ),
plus the rule hh∅iiG-Necessitation:
ϕ
.
hh∅iiGϕ
Completeness and decidability: VG & van Drimmelen (TCS’2006),
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Knowledge and strategic reasoning

The decision making and abilities of strategically reasoning players
crucially depend on the knowledge they possess about the
game/system, other players’ abilities and goals, etc.
So far we have considered structures of complete and (almost)
perfect information. In reality this is seldom the case.
Thus, the question: what can players achieve in a game if they are
not completely informed about its structure and the current play?
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Compare:
• The agent i has a strategy to achieve the goal γ
• The agent i knows that she has a strategy to achieve γ.
• The agent i knows a strategy to achieve γ

Consider the following game:
Two cards, Ace and Joker, lie face down and the agent i must
choose one. The Ace wins, the Joker loses.
Does the agent i have a strategy to win the game?
Does the agent i know that she has a strategy to win the game?
Does the agent i know a strategy to win the game?
Again, does the agent i have a strategy to win the game?
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Knowledge and strategies of coalitions
For coalitions, things become even more complicated. Compare:
• The coalition A has a collective strategy to achieve γ.
• Every agent in the coalition A knows that the coalition has a

collective strategy to achieve γ.
• It is a common knowledge in the coalition A that it has a

collective strategy to achieve γ.
• Every agent in A knows a collective strategy to achieve γ.
• A collective strategy to achieve γ is a common knowledge in

the coalition A.
None of these guarantees that a coalition of rational players can
achieve the goal γ: consider the Coordinated attack problem.
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Concurrent game models with incomplete information (CGMII):
M = hA, S, Π, π, d, ρ, {∼i }i∈A i,
Extend concurrent game models with indistinguishability relations
between the states in S for each player.
s1 ∼i s2
means that the player i cannot distinguish the states s1 and s2 .
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Strategic abilities in CGM with incomplete info:
uniform strategies
A strategy for a given player in a given CGMII is uniform if it
prescribes the same actions for the player at any two states that
are indistinguishable for that player.
The semantics of hhii in CGMII is adjusted accordingly:
M, q |=u hhC iiγ iff there is a uniform for every player in C joint
strategy for C such that M, λ |= γ, for every play λ consistent
with that strategy.
Subjective and objective abilities of players with incomplete info:
• objective: required to work only from the actual state;
• subjective: required to work only from every state that is

indistinguishable for the player from the actual state.
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A concurrent game models with incomplete information
for the Ace and Joker game
s1
AJ

s11
Win

L

s2
JA

∼
R

s12
Lose

s21
Lose

L

R

s22
Win

The player cannot distinguish states s1 and s2 .
The player does not have a uniform strategy that guarantees
winning at both s1 and s2 .
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Strategic abilities with incomplete information
some examples

?

M, q1 |=ou hh1, 2iiX pos1 Yes
?

M, q1 |=su hh1, 2iiF pos2 Yes

?

M, q1 |=su hh1, 2iiX pos1 No
?

M, q1 |=su hh2iiG ¬pos0 No
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Nesting strategies in the ATL(*) semantics: a problem?

I Problem: how to interpret intuitively nesting of strategic
operators in ATL(*)?
B E.g., what does hhiiihhjiiϕ mean?
B How about hhiii¬hhiiiϕ?
A strategy is a global conditional plan.
So, is a formula like hhiiiG(ϕ ∧ hhiiiF¬ϕ) intuitively satisfiable?
NB: when evaluating the goal Φ in a formula hhC iiΦ in a given
CGM, the agents in C are no longer restricted by the strategy
chosen for C to justify the truth of hhC iiΦ.
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Example: model M with a single agent:

a

a
q1

not p

b

q2

p
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not p

M, q1 |= hhiiiX p: “at q1 the agent i can achieve p in the next state”.
M, q1 |= hhiiiGhhiiiX p: “at q1 the agent i can make sure that she can
always achieve p in the next state”, but only by never achieving p.
E.g., a bachelor has the strategy to always be able to marry the
girl he may meet tomorrow but only if he stays unmarried forever.
Thus: M, q1 |= hhiiiG(¬p ∧ hhiiiX p).
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Consider the following claim, in the standard semantics for ATL:
M, q |= hh1, 2iiFhh2, 3iiGp.
This means that the agents 1, 2 have a collective strategy hs1 , s2 i
such that on every computation λ in M compatible with that
strategy there is a state λ[n] such that M, λ[n] |= hh2, 3iiGp.
However, the collective strategy hs1 , s2 i does not feature in the
evaluation of hh2, 3iiGp at the state λ[n] in M.
To justify the truth of hh2, 3iiGp, any collective strategy ht2 , t3 i for
the agents 2, 3 can be selected, even though the strategy t2 may
deviate from the earlier chosen strategy s2 for agent 2.
Moreover, the effect of strategy s1 is no longer taken into account
when evaluating the truth of hh2, 3iiGp.
Even worse in ATL*, where e.g. hhAiihhBiiγ ≡ hhBiiγ for any
coalitions A, B.
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ATL with strategy contexts
The challenge: analyze the concept of iterated strategic abilities of
agents and coalitions in repeated (possibly infinite) games with
dynamically changing coalitions and objectives, and develop
adequate logical framework to formalize that concept.
I A partial solution:
T. Ågotnes, V. Goranko, W. Jamroga,
ATL with irrevocable strategies, TARK’2007.
I Extended solutions:
T. Ågotnes, V. Goranko, W. Jamroga,
ATL with Strategic Commitment and Release, LOFT’2008.
Th. Brihaye, A. Da Costa, F. Laroussinie, and N. Markey.
ATL with strategy contexts and bounded memory, LFCS’2009.
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Logic of strategic reasoning: further challenges

B The dynamics of interaction between knowledge and strategic
abilities
B Agents’ communication, cooperation and strategic abilities
B Rationality assumptions in logical strategic reasoning
B The big question:
Can Logic alone capture strategic reasoning, or there is more in it?
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Concluding remarks

Logic provides a useful framework for modeling, formalizing and
analysis of strategic reasoning.
In turn, strategic reasoning in multi-agent systems offer an exciting
new field of applications of Logic.
These applications presents a variety of new conceptual and
technical challenges for logicians and philosophers alike.
The game is open for all to join!
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